Health differences across socioeconomic strata have always pointed out that poorer and minorities have higher mortality and morbidity than richer and majorities. This difference is exacerbated for particular populations such as the victims of ongoing armed conflict, who are also much harder to quantify due to the conflict itself. This study uses complex network analysis applied to a combination of three large administrative records for the health system and mortality records in the province of Risaralda (Colombia) between 2011 and 2016. We estimate the most common causes of morbi-mortality for both victims of violence and the poorest inhabitants of Risaralda, defined as those who qualify as recipients of subsidies from the Colombian welfare program, called SISBEN, in the categories of those with the highest need, levels I and II. Both populations show high morbidity frequencies for non-communicable diseases such as Type II diabetes, hypertension and hyperglyceridaemia, mostly associated with exposure to unhealthy lifestyles. However, these
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mortality outcomes reflect the different treatments and lifestyles of both subpopulations. While the poorest replicate the same causes identified for morbidity, the victims of armed conflict die of additional causes including Type I diabetes, which reflects the even worse conditions they face.
Data and Methods
As mentioned above, we linked the records from three independent administrative databases for the province of Risaralda, for all the years between 2011 and 2016, by using a unique identification number. Using a sole year is a mistake for this study, as a particular year may record a mortality shock or bust for exogenous reasons. Hence, we use these six years pooled 
where is the total number of nodes in the network, namely the number of different diagnoses recorded in RIPS ( ≠ );
• is the relation between each record for primary diagnoses and secondary diagnoses . The total complex network from applying the above-described methodology to the data at hand, for all the years of study, results in Figure 2 . The principal metric of nodes with the highest connectivity is in Table 1 . 
Selection Algorithm for Detecting the Subpopulation
For this study, we need to fully identify both subpopulations of interest, namely victims of internal conflict and beneficiaries of subsidy programs, SISBEN I and II. To do so, we chose the k-communities algorithm of Fortunato (2010) and Palla et al. (2005) , because this keeps the superposition of diagnoses in 13 the subgraphs even though many individuals share the same initial diagnosis, but with different final diagnoses. 
Intensity Analysis and Motif Coherence.
Motifs are interconnected patterns in complex networks with a much larger frequency than random networks (Milo, 2002) . They are common in biology (Green et al., 2017; Smoly et al., 2017) and ecology (Delmas et al., 2017; 13 Rodríguez-Rodríguez et al., 2017) , among other applications. Motifs have intrinsic characteristics that condition the probability of the occurrence of certain values in nodes, despite their application to particular cuts of the network (Milo, 2002) . This permits them to generate a series of trends in the network circumvent information, such as nodes' consensus that control their 14 flow. This characteristic is essential to associate diagnoses and illness related to lifestyles in the province of Risaralda.
Intensity, ( ), for subgraph g with vertices Vg and edges , as the geometric mean of their weights, or strengths, Wij, is described in equation (1):
The coherence ( ), which allows us to study the consensus between people at the edges inside motifs. Coherence takes values near to the most important unit in its subgraph to establish the association between subpopulations, and it is defined as the ratio between intensity, ( ), and the geometric mean of their weights, or strengths, ij, as presented in equation (2): • Barabási, A. L., & Albert, R. (1999) . Emergence of scaling in random networks.
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